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Chapter 2011 

Levi only wanted to continue his last conversation with Sherrie to know what Bruce and the Lab of Gods 

took from Erudia. 

His disguise didn’t raise her suspicions at all. 

After introducing himself as ‘Levi’s subordinate,’ he asked about their last discussion. 

Due to Levi’s intentional guidance, Sherrie quickly remembered it. 

“At that final moment, he asked me about the item that Bruce and the Lab of Gods took away from 

Erudia. Just as I planned to spill it, they attacked us.” Sherrie recalled. 

“What Bruce had taken away is what we are searching for…” Levi told her their plan. 

was what he had 

It’ll not only 

sincere gaze, Sherrie 

you everything. It’s an energy source called sunstone, but I don’t know what it is in detail. According to 

the legend, it can provide the Labs of Gods with all kinds of energy. A stone as big as our fist is enough to 

release one-month worth of energy to 

is rare, they went through the world to search for it to improve their technologies 

until that point, 

of Gods built labs at various spots 

managed to get data which indicates that the sunstones 

but gasp at 

about now! With how sophisticated their technology is, their energy requirement is undoubtedly 

massive. How unimaginably enormous the number of sunstones is for it to be able to supply that much 

why Bruce and the others 
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Chapter 2012 

Sherrie said, “Everything they did was to snatch away the energy source that belonged to Erudia. They 

have made lots of preparations for that purpose. Yet, I only realize their intention now. Previously, I 

thought highly of the Lab of Gods. However, after going through the last incident, I finally understand 

that I’ve been wrong the entire time. Judging from how the lab is developing currently, I’m sure that a 

huge plan is going on in secret. They will be out of control at some point if they keep growing nonstop. 

At that time, disaster will befall Erudia and even the whole world! So, please, stop them!” 



Sherrie had understood that the Lab of Gods chose to end Levi’s life because he was always in their way, 

preventing them from doing anything they planned. 

Upon hearing that, Levi finally realized that faking his death was necessary. 

Apparently, the Lab of Gods was even terrifying than what he had imagined before. 

They were up to something huge and would undoubtedly be a threat to everyone in the future. 

Now that he was dead in their eyes, he could investigate the Lab of Gods bit by bit without having to 

face them openly. 

Otherwise, he would stand no chance against them. 

Meanwhile, Sherrie kept begging earnestly, “Please! You’ve to stop them and avenge him! It’s all my 

fault that he’s dead. Without me as a burden, he would have long escaped.” 

She was still in guilt as she recalled the incident. 

Nonetheless, Levi smiled. “I believe that he will never blame you for that. After all, you didn’t do 

anything wrong. Moreover, it’s his responsibility to protect the people of Erudia. Even if he’s given 

another chance, he’ll still make the same choice without any grumbles.” 

“Really?” 

Sherrie had constantly beat 

his words, she couldn’t 

he will want to see you pick 

nodded. “Okay. Got it. I’ll pull myself 

to think of his next 

from Erudia again. Then, keep an eye on the corporation that collaborates with the Cryptic Stream 

Corporation. It’ll be better if I can take it down. After that, investigate the Lab of Gods. Try to get rid 

smiled. “Do you believe that he’ll reappear in 

taken aback for a 

“I believe!” 

good. Just wait 

three people also arrived 

Zoey, Wynona, 

decided, they rushed to Goldenport Island at high speed. As 

in and reported, “Ms. Sherrie, there is another group 

“What?” 



and 

are there more people 

are they?” Sherrie 

“It’s a woman. She said that she wanted to know about 

Levi was even curious. 

Chapter 2013 

I didn’t imagine seeing Zoey and the others here. 

They’re actually here? 

Feeling their stares, Levi felt nervous and uncomfortable. 

Does she still feel hatred toward me and take me for her enemy? 

The trio felt a sense of familiarity, looking at Levi. 

I think I have seen him before. 

But looking closely, I don’t know him. 

“Who is this?” Zoey asked curiously. 

Zoey’s gaze was fixed intently on Levi as though she could see right through him. 

The other two were the same. Levi evoked a sense of familiarity within them. 

“Have we met?” 

Zoey stared at Levi puzzledly. 

Levi wouldn’t feel anything if it was anyone else. 

However, the one in front of him was Zoey. 

so nervous that he started 

“I…” 

trio’s curiosity intensifies, awaiting Levi’s 

Sherrie interrupted. “He’s Mr. Garrison’s subordinate. He came all this way to understand Mr. 

was alive?” Zoey 

and Sherrie parroted. They were 

surprised by the 

shocked by the way Zoey addressed him. Didn’t Zoey consider me her enemy? So why is she addressing 

me like I’m 



Has she recovered? 

was surprised and elated 

has recovered, then my wish 

here 

Zoey 

at that crucial moment, I 

the time to save Zoey in addition to trying to 

you if I have the chance!” Levi chuckled to 

leaving now since I 

at Zoey a few more times before 

began to explain Levi’s situation in 

tell Zoey and her friends everything 

We can’t let them get their hand on the 

were shining bright with the determination 

want to inherit Levi’s will and finish 

have the 

Zoey’s thoughts were 

Chapter 2014 

“F*ck!” 

Levi was dumbstruck. 

How did she find out? 

What level is she currently at? 

How did she discover me despite me hiding so well? 

Is she at such a high level already? 

The fact was Zoey’s current body had reached a frightening state. 

It was even stronger than The Annihilator. 

Her senses were very much sharper now. 

She could sense everything that happened surrounding her. 

She could even sense the whereabouts of a mosquito flying around. 



That was the reason Levi was exposed. 

Boom! 

Zoey chased after Levi in lightning form. 

Levi turned tail at the drop of a hat. 

However, he realized he couldn’t get rid of her. 

She was right behind him every time he checked. 

He knew his identity would be exposed if he met her face to face. 

Who knows whether Bruce had Zoey followed, so it would be best if I could continue this farce. 

Bam! 

strong punch, hoping 

from her, forming a 

punch was dissipated 

Levi was thunderstruck. 

Zoey 

that was all it 

her strength, change her speed, 

This is too scary! 

is on 

Boom! 

a flash of lightning and appeared in 

caught up 

can’t run 

“Shadow Clone!” 

to escape by deceiving 

for Zoey to see clearly, he immediately unleashed his ultimate 

second, there were more than a dozen clones 

increased his speed. It was a simple 

“Success!” 

thinking he had 



face darkened the next 

the other clones 

showed Zoey’s sight and brain 

Clone couldn’t deceive 

the rest of the clones in 

Levi exclaimed 

too 

is the first time Shadow 

own wife at 

Zoey 

“I…” 

Levi was stunned speechless. 

I’ll be 

Chapter 2015 

Levi’s head ached, realizing his situation was pretty much between a rock and a hard place. 

Zoey and Wynona are too good! 

I can’t escape! 

They even see through my disguise. 

What should I do? 

The longer I’m with them, the higher the possibility I’m going to be exposed. 

There could be more people around watching this entire scene from the shadows. 

Once we start fighting, it will cause a commotion and attract the attention of others. 

I’ll have to use that if left with no choice. 

Levi decided as he saw the trio neared. 

Bam! 

Bam! 

At that crucial moment, air currents were fired toward Zoey, Wynona, and Mia from the surroundings. 

Zoey and the others blocked the attack instantly. 

Recognizing the opportunity he had, Levi slipped away. 



“Chase after him!” 

about to give chase, but their attempt was stopped by subsequent 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

interruption having lasted only for a few seconds, Levi managed to utilize that narrow window of 

mattered in the 

when they wanted to resume their 

They were furious. 

expected someone to help 

Levi was surprised too. 

expect someone to 

Who could it be? 

definitely isn’t 

have sent everyone out 

who could it 

the one 

it intentional 

fine if 

If it’s intentional… 

aware 

of sweat had broken out on Levi’s skin 

is too horrifying to 

me unleashing only half of the Forbidden 

That’s terrifying! 

be 

friend, then there shouldn’t be a problem. However, if it’s an enemy, the situation will be 

Levi began analyzing calmly. 

enemy, then news about 

have saved 

an enemy 



Chapter 2016 

“Understood. We’ll arrange for the Cryptic Stream Corporation to arrive at Erudia tomorrow.” 

Bruce continued. “There’s also the issue with Zoey. The Annihilator’s death can’t be in vain. We need to 

figure out her combat skills. She can’t be a threat to us.” 

“Mr. Johnston, I suppose you want to use the pure energy beings to deal with Zoey?” someone 

chuckled. 

Others followed. “On top of that, we need to use Henry and Logan.” 

A wicked smile formed on their faces. 

After working with Bruce for so long, they were well aware of his thoughts and execution methods. 

“I supposed Mr. Johnston wanted Erudian to destroy Erudia.” 

“Of course, they have to be modified into pure energy beings for our plan to work.” 

Bruce merely smiled at their suggestions. 

That is exactly what I’m planning to do, hence me paying attention to the Lopez and Black families. 

I have started strengthening their bodies and brain since the beginning of the experiment. 

It was to increase the success rate during the actual experiment. 

these people can be successfully 

use 

people can be deployed during the 

his excitement and showed it on 

go against 

passed through Bruce at the thought of his brother being imprisoned in 

Oakland City was in an 

the early arrival of the Cryptic Stream Corporation 

existence of the Cryptic Stream Corporation 

weaponry. It was fair to say they possessed the leading high-tech weaponry in the 

to those in power in 

compared their existence 

wealth could buy nations. Their technology was in the lead, and they had centuries-old history as 

and those who possess 



Stream Corporation was the overlord 

artists had reigned, their status 

black technology came in handy 

of their countries, every business conglomerate or family had wanted to collaborate with the 

for them to 

were the famed 
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Chapter 2017 

When news of the Cryptic Stream Corporation searching for a collaborator had spread, excitement 

engulfed the entire Erudia. 

Even the low-profile families and business conglomerates were interested in a collaboration with the 

Cryptic Stream Corporation. 

No one could have imagined the notorious Four Prodigal Sons were collaborating with the Cryptic 

Stream Corporation. 

The news had caused an uproar among Erudia’s high society. 

Why the four of them? 

Considering their family backgrounds, they were a popular bunch but simply an average Joe. 

In terms of their capabilities, the Four Heirs were infamous for their incompetence. 

All they knew were how to flirt and flaunt their wealth. 

However, the Cryptic Stream Corporation had chosen to collaborate with them. 

Soon the president of the Cryptic Stream Corporation would arrive at Erudia. The four of them would be 

the ones receiving him. 

The rest could merely watch from the sidelines in envy. 

This time, their families could finally hold their heads high. 

Due to the notorious reputation the Four Heirs had, their fathers had been constantly disputed and 

taunted within their circle. 

They had always walked with their heads hung low. 

with the Cryptic Stream Corporation 

at them had 

Corporation could entitle the Four Heirs 



nothing but praises for 

to act as the 

why would the Cryptic Stream Corporation choose these 

a 

eyes, the plan was more feasible 

martial artists, man with superpowers, and superweapons were the main focuses 

the contrary, wealth 

the news about the sunstone 

all the troublemakers such as Levi had 

there won’t be anyone else who 

about 

once they realized the truth, it would be 

been in 

others could merely watch 

they pick the 

easy to control compared to the rest, and they wouldn’t 

would be more 

day, at the VIP corridor 

Rolls-Royce 

Heirs, Roscoe had come personally to 

president, Ryker, and 

Chapter 2018 

Jefferson stubbornly said, “I’m not afraid. Why will I be?” 

“I’m not afraid even if Levi is really dead! The fact remains that I was unprepared the last time. Now, he 

will not get away with it.” 

Robinson grinned. “That’s good to hear. I thought you are still living in fear of Levi!” 

“You must know, it was I who has revealed Levi’s location in Goldenport Island to Mr. Johnston! Hence, I 

am the rightful one to claim credit for his demise!” 

“Alright, alright. We all know about this!” 



The crowd gathered before the VIP exit. 

Outside, the Four Heirs were already waiting to welcome them. 

“Welcome, Mr. Wilkins and Mr. Jefferson…” 

Roscoe, Gabe and the others immediately greeted them. 

“Let’s speak elsewhere!” Ryker replied. 

Afterward, the convoy departed, sending off Robinson, Jefferson, and the others to the hotel. 

It was the most luxurious hotel owned by Roscoe’s family. 

days, the hotel was reserved exclusively to cater to 

Cryptic Stream Corporation galvanized immense attention from the 

deeply envious 

themselves also dreamed of hosting the Cryptic 

arrive at the hotel, Ryker immediately gathered the crowd and arranged the affairs for this 

given by Bruce was to settle it 

opportunity for anyone to ruin the 

including the factory’s production base will 

Four Heirs each 

content, they came prepared with their own expert to assist in the 

the proposals were perused and analyzed by the 

to indicate 

by 

only be retaining a very insignificant 

were not amateurs. They knew very well that 

will be built by you, and the supplier must be from the 

blurted out 

really simple. In essence, the Cryptic Stream Corporation would provide 

a statement, the 

Now they’re talking! 
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Chapter 2019 



Once the properties were bought and transferred under the name of the Cryptic Stream Corporation, it 

would be under its name forever. 

Even The Cardinal Hall would not be able to circumvent that fact, until all the resources were fully 

exploited… 

Even if the sunstone’s location was subsequently exposed, there would be nothing that could be done. 

“Perfect. I like working with competent and efficient people!” Ryker grinned. 

Jefferson smiled. “We look forward to our future collaborations!” 

The Four Heirs sparkled with excitement. 

They strived to be the ambassador of the Cryptic Stream Corporation in Erudia, or even the whole of 

Bayview. 

Their spirits elated at the thought of it. 

“Leave it to us, we have it covered!” 

The Four Heirs sped into action. 

They too wanted to settle the matter once and for all. 

By then, the family’s status would be elevated dramatically. 

Those who looked down on them would be envious of their success. 

partners with the 

news was spreading like 

would 

Five Great Wars Regiment and Phoenix were sent to gather all 

collaboration between the Cryptic 

six properties with the sunstone. It is expected that by tomorrow, the 

Phoenix anxiously said. 

“Okay.” Levi nodded. 

smiled after looking at the data. “Such a coincidence. The six properties belong to 

The Wilcox family has many laboratories and experimental fields! Coincidently 

family is unaware of the existence of the sunstone. Or else, the six properties 

“Perhaps the sunstone is not valuable in the eyes of many. But if developed, the sunstone will be the 

core energy source! This clearly evinces the formidable abilities of the Lab 

act quickly and intercept the transaction before its finalization! The properties can 



Phoenix was uneasy. 

smiled. “How much 

Heirs prepared a hundred billion! With that offer, they 

hundred billion can be utilized for so 

was stupefied. “Boss, does this mean that we are laying our hands off? Are 

of them 

the transaction were to be completed, the matter would be out of 

would not be able to do 

the 

Especially Erudia’s! 
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Phoenix glanced at Levi and smiled. “I think what boss meant was to just let them acquire the six lands if 

they wanted them so badly.” 

A wave of disagreement sparked amongst the crowd. “How can we let that happen? We can’t just give 

away Erudia’s property to those thieves!” 

We will never allow this tragedy to happen! 

“Please, calm down and listen to me. If we stop their plan right now, we might have a good chance of 

success. This, however, will alert the Cryptic Stream Corporation and the Lab of Gods, and they may do 

something terrible to stop us,” Phoenix calmly explained the situation to the crowd and continued, 

“Besides, we’ve only heard about sunstones; have any of us ever seen one in person to know what it 

looks like?” 

Everyone shook their heads. Not even Levi had seen a sunstone up close to know its appearance. 

As far as they knew, the Lab of Gods was probably the only organization in the world that could 

recognize a sunstone currently. 

Phoenix continued to brief the audience on her analysis, “So, even if we successfully halt their activities 

this time, members of the Lab of Gods will undoubtedly steal the sunstones from us in the future. After 

all, they’re the only ones who have seen the minerals and understand how to mine them.” 

Everyone else nodded their heads in agreement. 

Phoenix had a solid point. A high level of skill and technology were required to mine minerals. The only 

way to retrieve the sunstones was probably through the Lab of Gods’ technology, anyway. 

this?” The crowd stared at Phoenix in 



best way is to let Cryptic Stream Corporation mine them…” Phoenix paused, 

comes next? Wouldn’t Cryptic Stream Corporation exploit all the sunstone and bring them back to 

Zarain?” The 

simple. We’ll rob them halfway while the minerals are transported to Zarain. What is ours remains here. 

The sunstones may never leave 

to correct her. “What do you mean by rob? We’re not robbing them. We’re simply taking back what is 

crowd almost 

that was Levi’s 

people from Zarain to secure the land and even start mining the sunstones, as long as they could never 

leave Erudia with any of the minerals that belonged to 

the sunstones rather than the six plots of land, and Erudia’s 

need to devise a backup plan because he could simply wait for them to mine 

goals 

was why Levi stayed passive and waited for things to play out 

be right… They do have a legal permit allowing them to mine at the lands,” someone in the 

they use that as their argument, we can say that I’m legally filed as a deceased man, too. Just blame it 

on a dead man! 

crowd was astonished by Levi’s statement. “Haha… You’re splendid, 

only have to wait for them to mine the sunstones, then we’ll move on with our robbery!” Levi gave his 

orders promptly and continued, “However, I wouldn’t let them purchase those lands so easily. 


